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Motions / Emotions
Kev Ua Zog / Kev Xav

M

miv

cat

Sounds like “m“ in mice, meat, or milk.

N

noog

bird

Sounds like “n“ in nice, neat, or new.

P

paj

flower

open

together

center

min. air
push
through
lips

Q

qav

frog

open

open

center

back of
throat

R

rauj

hammer

together

open

touch
roof of
mouth
near
teeth

through
teeth

S

sev

Hmong
skirt
apron

Sounds like “sh“ in she, shake, or shoes.

T

twm

ox

biting
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open

touch
back of
top teeth

carry

nqa

drink

haus

eat

noj

run

khiav

crawl

nkhag

stand

sawv nrug

no air
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- Thouroughly ‘user friendly’ throughout, the Hmong Picture Dictionary is

very highly recommended. Midwest Book Review
Master Communications’ Hmong Picture Dictionary addresses the need of the
Hmong families to learn English as well as that of young Hmong to learn their
heritage language. It was specially created for use in the Hmong home and
in the educational setting. Hmong Picture Dictionary is designed to facilitate
inter-generational communication, family relationship development and greater
understanding of the Hmong culture through:
• English learning among first-generation Hmong people
• Hmong language learning among Hmong Americans
• Self-learning by non-Hmong to learn Hmong language
This valuable resource is more than a simple dictionary and also can be used
teaching children and adults. It is an excellent resource for schools and libraries
servicing 260,000 Hmong in the US.

About the author:

Like many Hmong in the US, Mao Lee had to leave
her homeland (Laos) with her family at the age of seven.
From the refugee camp in Thailand, her family settled
in the USA when she was 9 years old. Mao’s father was
a teacher who could read and write before the war. He
brought one book in Hmong from the refugee camp and
he taught Mao Lee the Hmong language using pictures.
When her father passed away, Mao and her siblings
found many clippings of pictures for teaching the Hmong
language and she has decided to make his life-long dream a reality in creating a
resource to learn the Hmong language.
Lee saw the gap in resource for non-Hmong speakers and created her
own lessons to teach Hmong to her children and for communities. This resource
has been developed over many years, and has been refined through extensive
use to provide the most essential words for children.
Mao Amy Yang-Lee is a licensed K-12 school counselor in Wisconsin
and lives with two children and her husband.
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